avoidance procedurescomfortable writingharmlessness
defensivenessclosed-door writingone-phone-call-at-a-time-
you-must-change-your-life poetry

("Must is one of the curses which baptized man" —)
Georg Büchner, letter to his fiancé, 1833)

revising as polishing

as arrowing
as property nostalgia
class blindness

gutlessness
endless refinement

tasklessness
self-consciousness

a piety that isn’t pied
unbroken reflection
reverence

exaltation
a poetry without laughter
without delight

without sickness:
a principle of relation

a poetry unskeptical of itself

poverty chic

catastrophizing

info poetry

a _________ poetry
sugarforms
purity-drives

correctness
reputation-worriation

a filtered poetry

a weatherized poetry

the one thing thing-in-itself wild singularity the true love
the path the calling the voice the pure

vulnerability the exceptional

beautiful epiphanic autonomy

fiction whole-beyond-confusion

lists, naturally
imperatives ( only only
contradictions
contraindications
constraints divagations

detours delays
relays interplays

residues of
traces of failures of desires of
infiltrations of
(“…because what we’ve made is in essence
a field of human experience
created for other humans, the
field and its maker

and its readers
are thus subject all over again to
race and its infiltrations

in that moment arise all sorts
of possible hearings and

mis-hearings, all kinds
of address and redress “)

dying
from
time